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Defaced - Week 89
God’s Coming Spiritual Revolution - Part 36
So how do spiritual longings retard the growth of Spiritual Desire? (continued)
It was on 21st February 1990 that I received God’s Call to ‘Go to Uganda in
October’.
We as a young family immediately began to pray & wait upon God to open the
way for me to go.
Amid that period of waiting, a defining moment for me & my family unfolded as I
entered my prayer closet on the morning of 1st June 1990.
Shortly after entering I was to emerge again overwhelmed by what God had
revealed there.
On beginning worship, Vision was to overtake me & Word came that destined
everything in our lives to change.
It was there, in that defining moment of time I came to See&Know God’s Vision
of EIDO & the Call to serve Him in it.
In the vision it was as though I was stationary high in midair watching a wall of
beautiful puffy white clouds rolling across the beautiful blue sky before me.
The scene had captivated me when suddenly my attention drew to something
moving in the clouds to the left.
Out of the clouds came a huge capital letter ‘E’ carved in stone & it measurably
moved forward until it positioned itself midair in front of my sight.
It remained stationary there as thrice the process repeated until four different
stone carved letters prominently displayed themselves together as a word across
the sky.
They had formed an unknown word ‘EIDO’ & in a fleeting moment of thought I
questioned what could this strange word possibly mean?
Immediately a voice spoke into me the words “Evangelical Inspiration Directed
Overseas.”
Then the voice said: "I will cause you to form an organisation that will be
instrumental in moving men, women and children of great faith, both black
and white from nation to nation."
I was also to receive a scripture reference, namely Revelation 21:1
“And I saw a new heaven and a new earth: for the first heaven and the first earth

were passed away; and there was no more sea.” Revelation 21:1 KJV
Click here to read how God further gave the word EIDO to a Burundian Pastor during a 40 Day Prayer &
Fasting in 2006.

It was to be many years later that I stumbled upon the fact that the word ‘saw’ in
Revelation 21:1 is in fact listed in Strong’s Concordance as the Greek Word
‘eidó: be aware, behold, consider, perceive’.
The Strong’s Reference number for it is G1492 which I came to memorise by
reciting a phrase I learnt as a child: “In 1492 Columbus sailed the ocean blue”.
As we all know, Christopher Columbus set a westerly course from Spain in that
year to ‘eidó: be aware, behold, consider, perceive’ what lay beyond the
boundary of the mysterious westerly horizon.
There are several theories bandied about on why he actually set sail into
unknown waters but one thing we all can be sure of.
Columbus desired to ‘See&Know’, to seek conscious awareness in, by
embracing comprehension of, to allow a reckoning with & the giving of
regard to what may exist beyond the known & established.
In being an explorer he set out in search of new discoveries, to embrace new
horizons.
By being willing to go beyond the horizon that others saw as a boundary not to be
crossed.
The obstacle he desired to surmount was the mystery of what lay beyond the
western horizon & so this then set his course.
So his ships set sail with a westerly bearing & naturally all along the journey
winds often caused changes to each ship’s heading, but the course West never
changed.
The journey we have taken together here has also undergone many such
changes in heading.
However, we have to believe God has set the course.
And He shall deliver us to our ordained destination, both individually &
corporately.
With sails set to the Wind of the Spirit, every turn of the bow leads us toward
further seeds of spiritual knowledge being revealed along the course we chose,
to follow Jesus.
Sharing awareness advocates Spirit Wind promotion that billows our sails when
we embrace it.
As we allow its Leading in us, frequent changes of heading come about but the
final destination is set for all.
Columbus was seeking truth of what lay beyond the western horizon & how to
utilise such knowledge to promote a New World different from that already
established.
God has set a Spiritual course for us to discover New Horizons in Him
within these End Days of the Church Age.
Through generating Spiritual Awareness far beyond the limitations of our present
perspectives or paradigms, through addition not subtraction.
For when Columbus, as with other explorers who returned bearing new
knowledge of what they found, it promoted a fuller perspective of what the earth
truly was.
Thus adding to, not subtracting from, the already established knowledge base.
Such new discoveries take nothing from, but serve to enhance all previously
attained knowledge.
God is calling for those who would Seek Conscious Awareness of Him, His
Kingdom & True Unity, for He has Purposed to reveal New Horizons in the
days we are in & those to come.
For His Desire is that our seeing will become our knowing.
It is not a call to action, but a prophetic notification that in seeking the Divine
Purpose of God we will come to See&Know more of the True Unity, The
Kingdom of God & Who Our God Truly Is.
It is for this Purpose that the Anointed Oil of EIDO is destined to aid & assist
in His Plan to Educate, Motivate & Inspire the True Body of Christ into the
final Awakening.
For it is from within the Calling that the Spirit of God Awaits To Reveal new
depths of spiritual perception & understanding to those desiring to See&Know.
In my thirtieth year of sailing on I remain mid Atlantic, believing in what I cannot
see, for I know God Spoke It & I Believe it!
For this has remained the Wind in my sail throughout all encountered along the
journey.
The ability for the vessel EIDO to reach its final destination does not rely upon
me, for that Power Rests
Soley In The Spoken Word Of God which cannot return void.
I serve, not power it.
Foundational to receiving spiritual understanding is a willingness to allow all
seeds of spiritual knowledge received in our heart to lay scattered there.
Held in translucency within a hope of receiving transparency from God.
To desire the seeing that becomes knowing.
Matthew 5:6 KJV
6 Blessed are they which do hunger and thirst after righteousness: for they shall be filled.

To await God’s Bringing It Together, for spiritual hunger can only truly be
satisfied in His Word.
John 6:35 KJV
35 And Jesus said unto them, I am the bread of life: he that cometh to me shall never
hunger; and he that believeth on me shall never thirst.

I encourage you to be circumspect & discerning of all you see & hear, both
physically & spiritually, for there are many voices out there.
I especially invite you to exercise such upon all you read in this newsletter.
We are all on a journey, finding our way, hopefully led by the Spirit of God.
No matter what value we place upon ourselves God values us infinitely greater &
so our safest gauge to use is our own heart.
If confused, undecided or just unable to comprehend, do not undervalue
what God has already established in your heart as Truth.
It is the best gauge you have because any surety undergirded with true Peace in
your heart consists within your deepest personal relationship with God.
Long ago I learnt to reject or put on hold any ‘revelation’ received when found to
be incompatible with everything held in my heart as truth.
Likewise, any prophetic word given that is foreign or contrary to anything
spiritually envisaged beforehand.
For a resultant realisation of confirmatory seeds previously sown should
become evidenced from within the depths of one’s personal relationship
with God.
To give awareness that seeds of spiritual knowledge previously held, are now
fitting together to reveal a deeper understanding or direction.
Like a jigsaw when certain pieces come together to reveal aspects of the
bigger picture.
Specific seeds now unify to awaken a wider perspective now held & nurtured
through Prophetic Revelation.
Just as wheat seeds gather in a cluster atop the stem of the plant to receive the
nourishment required to produce wheat.
Now, in sharing what I have I will here remind you of my first statement on this
matter.
Foundational to receiving spiritual understanding is a willingness to allow
all seeds of spiritual knowledge received in our heart to lay scattered there
with emphasis upon ‘received in our heart’.
For neither can we become so tight in ourselves that we diligently steel ourselves
against anything new that we encounter through which God Desires for us
to See&Know.
The greatest tool we can employ is to Trust in God by leaning not upon our
own understanding.
Proverbs 3:5-6 KJV
5 Trust in the LORD with all thine heart; and lean not unto thine own understanding.
6 In all thy ways acknowledge him, and he shall direct thy paths.

For Trusting in God grows the Peace of Jesus in our hearts.
Love,
Mwesigwa
[Defaced - Week 90 follows next week]

Your prayers of unity with us for God's Provision are most welcome.
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